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The My Wellbeing Journey series provides everything you need to meet Junior Cycle SPHE and Wellbeing requirements. My
Wellbeing Journey 1: Realistically timed, easy-to-use lessons, all developed using the experiential learning model Programme can
be used for both the SPHE short course and modular course options Written in line with both the Junior Cycle Framework and
Wellbeing Guidelines, with each lesson focused on a different Wellbeing Indicator Up-to-date content with new lessons on topical
issues such as positive self-talk and mental health, and a completely updated RSE section A variety of engaging individual, group
and class activities help students develop different elements of the Junior Cycle Key Skills in a meaningful way Learning
Keepsakes provide scaffolding to help students develop their reflection skills and support regular communication with
parents/guardians Meet the Challenges, linked to specific Learning Outcomes and with clear Success Criteria, help prepare for the
Classroom-Based Assessment THE MY WELLBEING JOURNEY PACKAGE INCLUDES: The My Wellbeing Journey Teacher's
Resource Book, which provides invaluable support, including: detailed year plans, important teaching notes for each lesson and
advice for teaching SPHE, with suggestions for effective methodologies, games and icebreakers A suite of digital resources,
including curriculum-focused videos, PowerPoints and carefully chosen weblinks Free eBook of the textbook with embedded
videos and weblinks (see inside front cover for details). Adopting teachers also get access to a free eBook of the Teacher's
Resource Book. Gill Education eBooks can be accessed both online and offline!
This book explores the significance of the Leaving Certificate exam in the Irish secondary education system.
Landscapes: Core Units and Economic Elective guides students to top marks with relevant exam-focused content. This book
comprises: Core Unit 1: Patterns and Processes in the Physical Environment Core Unit 2: Regional Geography Core Unit 3:
Geographical Investigation and Skills Elective Unit 4: Patterns and Processes in Economic Activities KEY FEATURES: Core and
Economic Elective in one book, allowing for relevant cross-referencing A detailed Examination Guide gives guidance on answering
questions, sample answers, and SRP hints and tips Written using the language of the examination Learning Intentions unpack the
learning into manageable, focused lessons for students Exam Links provide relevant questions beside the text, putting the learning
in context Check Your Learning boxes provide opportunities for assessment for learning throughout the chapters Skills Activities
focus on bringing theory and skill together in preparation for examination questions Chapter Links show students where other
areas of the course may be relevant to the learning Exam Tips let students know the important ways to get top marks when
answering questions Examination Questions at the end of every chapter include Ordinary and Higher Level Part One and Part Two
questions with up-to-date marking schemes Each student who purchases the Landscapes textbook receives a FREE eBook to use
at home or in school! Gill Education eBooks are also FREE to adopting teachers. DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS
Comprehensive PowerPoints for every chapter are available for teachers on www.gillexplore.ie, our digital resources website, and
include: Content to enhance teaching and learning Answers to every question (exam questions with sample answers, plus
suggested marking schemes) Revision test material with marking schemes Relevant weblinks THE LANDSCAPES AUTHOR
TEAM DECLAN FITZGERALD is an experienced examiner who has taught Geography and History for nearly 20 years in schools
in Limerick. P.J. WHITE has over 30 years' experience teaching Geography and English in Dublin.
Designed to take students from "Reading Greek" to wider reading.
Global Warming: Causes, Impacts and Solutions covers all aspects of global warming including its causes, impacts, and
engineering solutions. Energy and environment policies and strategies are scientifically discussed to expose the best ways to
reduce global warming effects and protect the environment and energy sources affected by human activities. The importance of
green energy consumption on the reduction of global warming, energy saving and energy security are also discussed. This book
also focuses on energy management and conservation strategies for better utilization of energy sources and technologies in
buildings and industry as well as ways of improving energy efficiency at the end use, and introduces basic methods for designing
and sizing cost-effective systems and determining whether it is economically efficient to invest in specific energy efficiency or
renewable energy projects, and describes energy audit producers commonly used to improve the energy efficiency of residential
and commercial buildings as well as industrial facilities. These features and more provide the tools necessary to reduce global
warming and to improve energy management leading to higher energy efficiencies. In order to reduce the negative effects of
global warming due to excessive use of fossil fuel technologies, the following alternative technologies are introduced from the
engineering perspective: fuel cells, solar power generation technologies, energy recovery technologies, hydrogen energy
technologies, wind energy technologies, geothermal energy technologies, and biomass energy technologies. These technologies
are presented in detail and modeling studies including case studies can also be found in this book.

Landscapes: Core Units and Human Elective guides students to top marks with relevant exam-focused content. This
book comprises: Core Unit 1: Patterns and Processes in the Physical Environment Core Unit 2: Regional Geography
Core Unit 3: Geographical Investigation and Skills Elective Unit 5: Patterns and Processes in the Human Environment
KEY FEATURES: Core and Human Elective in one book, allowing for relevant cross-referencing A detailed Examination
Guide gives guidance on answering questions, sample answers, and SRP hints and tips Written using the language of
the examination Learning Intentions unpack the learning into manageable, focused lessons for students Exam Links
provide relevant questions beside the text, putting the learning in context Check Your Learning boxes provide
opportunities for assessment for learning throughout the chapters Skills Activities focus on bringing theory and skill
together in preparation for examination questions Chapter Links show students where other areas of the course may be
relevant to the learning Exam Tips let students know the important ways to get top marks when answering questions
Examination Questions at the end of every chapter include Ordinary and Higher Level Part One and Part Two questions
with up-to-date marking schemes Each student who purchases the Landscapes textbook receives a FREE eBook to use
at home or in school! Gill Education eBooks are also FREE to adopting teachers. DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR
TEACHERS Comprehensive PowerPoints for every chapter are available for teachers on www.gillexplore.ie, our digital
resources website, and include: Content to enhance teaching and learning Answers to every question (exam questions
with sample answers, plus suggested marking schemes) Revision test material with marking schemes Relevant weblinks
Landscapes: Option 7 Geoecology guides students to top marks with relevant exam-focused content. This book
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comprises: Soil Development * Soil Characteristics * Biomes * Human Interference with Biomes KEY FEATURES:
Written using the language of the examination Syllabus Links at the start of the chapters allow for teacher planning
Learning Intentions unpack the learning into manageable focused lessons for students Exam Link provides relevant
questions beside the text, putting the learning in context Definitions throughout the chapters assist learning and revision
Clear and concise diagrams, in line with examinations and easy for students to reproduce Check Your Learning boxes
provide opportunities for assessment for learning throughout the chapters Note boxes provide additional relevant
information to enhance the topic Did You Know? boxes bring interesting facts into the classroom to engage students in
the learning Chapter Links show students where other areas of the course may be relevant to the learning Examination
Questions are provided with up-to-date marking schemes This textbook comes with a free eBook. See inside front cover
for details. Gill Education eBooks are accessible both online and offline. DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS
Comprehensive PowerPoints are available for teachers on www.gillexplore.ie, our easy-to-use digital resources website,
and include: Content to enhance teaching and learning Answers to every question (exam questions with sample
answers, plus suggested marking schemes) Relevant weblinks
Concise revision guide for Leaving Certificate Economics - including NAMA and the IMF bailout - with exam techniques,
past exam questions, marking schemes and suggested answers to help you maximise your marks.
Less Stress More Success gives you all you need to get the best results you can in your exams. Your complete course is
condensed, organised and prioritised, making those study hours really pay! Expert tips on how to maximise your points in
the exam Highlights key information for you Exam questions help you apply what you've just learned Concepts are
explained through worked examples of the most recent Leaving Cert exam papers Focuses on essential material from
each topic, ensuring efficient use of your study time Includes practical tips on how questions are marked in the exam All
questions are graded by difficulty, allowing you to advance your revision in stages Includes a syllabus checklist to help
you effectively monitor your progress For more on Less Stress More Success revision guides, go to
www.moresuccess.ie. See all the subjects covered, have a look inside any of the titles, see the digital options available
and get practical help with your study.
Caroline McHale's BE BUSINESS Your complete business toolkit for the new junior cycle specification! Written
completely in line with the new specification by Caroline McHale, this business toolkit caters for all your planning,
teaching and learning needs while presenting the course in a fun and engaging way for students.
The perfect teaching tool to accompany the New Complete Geography textbook and Skills Book, this New Complete Geography Teacher's
Handbook contains a wealth of support including: 23 invaluable continuous assessment tests Sample assessment results sheet The Layout
of Junior Certificate examination papers Tips and tactics for the Junior Certificate Examination Suggested exam timetable - how to plan the
exam Junior Certificate Geography command words explained Suggestions on work and study for students Sample lesson plans - two
alternative versions Special occasion class activities New Complete Geography Web Resources bank: A list of over 350 weblinks to
websites, animations and videos, to bring stimulation and variety to every class! Teacher Resource: New! PowerPoint presentations for
salient topics identify and review key learning points Updated online testing for homework and revision is available for the New Complete
Geography textbook on eTest.ie The New Complete Geography eBook blends together the wealth of digital resources available for the
textbook, saving you valuable time in class. These include: Video clips Animations
An affordable, complete and versatile art and design workbook for Junior Cert students. Provides structured practice in the skills and
techniques of Junior Certificate Art Introduces and explains art and design terminology to students, building their literacy in the subject Allows
the teacher to monitor progress and to provide classwork and homework without a need for photocopying Organises and saves the student's
work, serving as a record and a first portfolio Builds student confidence in their art and design skills and serves as a valuable aid to Junior
Certificate project work
A boy on the run from his parents. An old man on the run from his children. They meet on a train to Dublin and listen to each other's stories.
They understand each other. What will be the result of this new friendship?
Contains material needed for students to score A-grades in the Junior Certificate exam. This book is calibrated to meet the requirements of
the Junior Certificate exam. It includes an accompanying workbook and is an activity book and exam-trainer that can be used with equal
success in class and for homework. This book presents the entire syllabus thoroughly in a single volume. It contains everything needed for
students to score A-grades in the Junior Certificate exam. It follows the syllabus exactly and contains no time-consuming off-course material.
It is carefully calibrated to meet the exact and most recent requirements of the Junior Certificate exam. Beautifully designed double-page
spreads are used to present information in a student-friendly, easy-to-remember manner. The text is sharp and clearly pitched to the reading
levels of Junior Certificate students. There is also an accompanying workbook which is in full colour for the first time and is an ideal activity
book and exam-trainer that can be used with equal success in class and for homework.
The Economic Elective, Geoecology and Global Interdependence Options presented in this new book complete the vibrant new approach to
Leaving Certificate Geography by Ireland's leading Geography author, Charles Hayes. The Economic Elective is for both Ordinary Level and
Higher Level students. Higher Level students may choose the Global Interdependence Option or the Geoecology Option (one option must be
studied by Higher Level students). Concise yet comprehensive approach to the syllabus Unique double page design promotes visual and incontext learning and student understanding All the information needed to achieve an A-grade Leaving Certificate for both Higher and
Ordinary Level students No time-consuming, off-course material Succinct chapter Sum Ups and carefully selected exam-style questions to
consolidate the learning process Numerous exam-training exercises featuring exam questions, sample answers and valuable tips on marking
schemes

Understanding Technical Graphics is written for Junior Certificate students taking either Higher or Ordinary Level.
Download illustrations from the book here ”
Destination Maths covers the complete Leaving Certificate Ordinary Level Mathematics course in a single-volume. The
following features help hone mathematical skills and perfect exam technique: Wide selection of questions and graded
revision exercises, with a strong emphasis on in-context questions Comprehensive, fully worked examples facilitate selfdirected learning Helpful hints and tips scaffold difficult questions and encourage sound mathematical technique
Snapshots of the booklet of formulae and tables help you to become familiar with the formulae as they appear in the
exam Links across the syllabus reinforce learning by helping you make connections between topics Step-by-step
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approach encourages all students to make attempts and thus earn partial credit marks in the exam Something to Think
About question at the start of each chapter fosters problem solving skills Discussion Times promote group work and
active learning strategies Each Destination Maths comes with a FREE eBook! DIGITAL RESOURCES Digital resources
for Destination Maths can be accessed by teachers on GillExplore.ie. They include: Animated PowerPoints with all fully
worked solutions and to accompany Discussion Time activities A bank of exam-style questions. Each question requires
knowledge from multiple areas of the syllabus. The topics covered in each question are highlighted so that the questions
can be easily used for revision or assessment
Where Rory Crean's How to Exceed Your Expectations in the Leaving Cert is different from other study guides is that its
ideas have been tested and refined through the eyes of someone who sat his exams just one year ago. Rory got straight
As. In How to Exceed Your Expectations in the Leaving Cert Rory shares his detailed, structured and fail-safe blueprint to
help students at every level get through that final crucial year of school. He does not come up with a rigid formula but
instead a detailed set of guidelines that will allow each student to develop his or her customized approach. There is no
getting away from it: the leaving cert is a challenge. But by adopting Rory Crean's strategies, students will be rewarded
with peace of mind, exam results that will exceed their current expectations, and self-management techniques that will be
invaluable for the rest of their lives.
Cyclone provides everything you need for Junior Cycle Geography. Written by experienced teachers with extensive
knowledge of the Junior Cycle Framework, this package provides the perfect blend of clear content, trusted methods and
innovation. Expertly fosters geoliteracy through clearly written, integrated and linked topics A full range of Key Skills
activities promotes active learning Important geographical skills such as mapwork and data management are taught
explicitly and are reinforced throughout the textbook Short experiments and clear, everyday examples encourage
students to interact with the world around them Lively Fun Facts reveal fascinating details of our world, while Not-So-Fun
Facts highlight important truths, notably on sustainability Geography in the News and My Geography Moments introduce
students to important new Classroom-Based Assessments (CBAs) End of Chapter Assessments, with graded MustShould-Could success criteria, provide differentiation, promote reflection and help students to prepare for CBAs
Suggested Additional Resources on each topic encourage and guide further research The Cyclone package includes:
Cyclone Skills Book - Included FREE with the textbook: Written by best-selling Geography author, Charles Hayes, this
book includes a comprehensive range of activities and exercises that reinforce content and ensure active, skills-based
learning. Cyclone Teacher's Resource Book contains detailed work schemes and topic-by-topic suggestions that will
enliven Geography in the classroom. A suite of digital resources, such as curriculum-focused videos, PowerPoints and
quizzes, are all available on GillExplore.ie. Free eBook of the textbook, with embedded videos, weblinks and quizzes:
see inside front cover for details. Adopting teachers also enjoy access to free eBooks of the Skills Book and Teacher's
Resource Book. Gill Education eBooks are accessible both online and offline. The Cyclone Author Team STACY KENNY
is a Geography teacher and deputy principal in Holy Child Community School, Co. Dublin. She has delivered in-service
training on the new Junior Cycle for a number of years. ANDREW HORAN is a Geography teacher in St Kevin's College,
Dublin 11. He leads in-service training on mentoring newly qualified teachers. CHARLES HAYES, Consultant Author and
Cyclone Skills Book author, has vast experience as a teacher, examiner, Geography teacher trainer (UCC) and Junior
Certificate Geography examination-drafter. He is Ireland's leading Geography author and his New Complete Geography
is Ireland's best-selling Geography textbook and Skills Book.
Written by market-leading History author, Dermot Lucey, whose name is synonymous with History education in Ireland,
Making History provides everything you need for Junior Cycle History. Specification Learning Outcomes are broken into
clear, achievable Learning Intentions The Nature of History strand is introduced and then reinforced in each chapter
through skills-based activities and the frequent use of sources Integrates recommended Junior Cycle teaching strategies,
such as Think-Pair-Share, Hot Seat and Venn Diagrams Analysing Sources sections encourage students to investigate
intriguing historical questions and to hone the skills of the historian The order of the chapters and the pictorial timelines at
the start of each promote chronological awareness and help students acquire the 'big picture' The frequent use of
questions in headings promotes exploratory learning, encourages lively classroom debate and develops historical
consciousness Assessment features include: - Suggested CBAs for each topic - Focus Tasks for groupwork and
research - Activities that encourage historical empathy - Range of questions on a vast array of primary and secondary
sources The Making History package includes: Making History Skills Book - Included FREE with the textbook: Written by
Stacy Stout with Dermot Lucey, this book includes skills-based activities, and reflection and revision exercises Making
History Teacher's Resource Book with detailed schemes of work and How to' guides for incorporating technology and
active teaching methods A suite of digital resources including curriculum-focused videos, PowerPoints and quizzes, all
available on GillExplore.ie Free eBook of the textbook with embedded videos, weblinks and quizzes. See inside front
cover for details. Adopting teachers also get access to free eBooks of the Skills Book and Teacher's Resource Book. Gill
Education eBooks are accessible both online and offline. The Making History Author Team DERMOT LUCEY is an
experienced teacher of History and an active member of the Cork History Teachers' Association. He is the author of a
number of best-selling History textbooks, including The Past Today and Modern Europe. STACY STOUT is a History
teacher, examiner and a member of the Cork History Teachers' Association. She is well known for her popular YouTube
channel, Miss Stout's History Class, her @ MsStacyS page on Twitter, and for her creative, student-focused teaching
methodologies.
Skills for Exam Success Science is carefully compiled using all available information on the examination, and teaches students how to study
for the exam and perfect exam technique and skills. Comprehensive examination guide and practice book for Junior Cycle Science Each
chapter supports the revision of topics through a variety of questions, including exam-style questions and questions that link topics between
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strands Clear Learning Outcome mapping highlights the topics covered Students are prompted to complete innovative mind maps, which will
be invaluable study aids Tips and reminders help students maximise marks and give them the confidence to attempt questions on unfamiliar
investigations, comprehensions and practical applications Specific chapter on calculations provides focused revision of these important
numeracy skills Guide to the exam includes practical advice and an exam dictionary to help all students access challenging terminology Skills
for Exam Success Science comes with a FREE eBook! See the inside front cover for details. Gill Education eBooks are accessible both
online and offline
Skills for Exam Success is a comprehensive examination guide and practice book for Higher Level Junior Cycle English. Carefully compiled
using all available information on the examination and marking schemes, this book helps Higher Level students achieve maximum marks in
the final exam. Each section of the book focuses on specific skills for confident and successful examination writing: Test Your Critical
Vocabulary: Creates a bank of important terms and definitions to use in responding to literary texts. Short Sample Questions: Provides
structured practice in answering exam questions, including rough work and answer lines to mirror the exam. Responding to Shakespeare:
Prepares students to answer questions on Shakespeare's language, characters, dramatic techniques, stagecraft, etc Write about Your
Studied Texts: Gives templates and scaffolding to answer on studied texts and key moments. Write for a Variety of Purposes: Practice in
writing to narrate, inform, persuade, engage, etc. Full Sample Examination Papers: Presents three full thematic sample papers for extra
practice, with a Skills for the Final Examination introduction that reinforces the examination answer technique taught throughout the book, i.e.
Focus, Ideas, Development, Organisation and Language. Answers: Provides answers/sample answers for every section in the book.
Common Errors: Fine-tunes literacy by identifying common errors and training students to eliminate them in written examination answers.
Special attention is also given to developing students' understanding of examination vocabulary. THE AUTHOR PAULINE KELLY taught in
Marian College for 24 years. National leader of Junior Cycle English Support Service for two years, she is now an associate facilitator. She
has worked as an English advisor and trainer with SLSS and PDST and is a teacher trainer with Trinity, Maynooth and UCD Schools of
Education. Pauline is the author/co-author of many best-selling English textbooks, including the market-leading Fire and Ice series for Junior
Cycle English.
Ireland 1973: a very different world. But a tiny village in County Dublin was about to lose its innocence for ever. On a bright and sunny June
afternoon, a seven-year-old boy was left in the care of his teenage neighbour. No one knew, or would even have dreamed of suspecting, that
the teenager was a Satanist. The two went out to the fields to look for rabbits. The child was never seen alive again. For the first time, in The
Boy in the Attic, David Malone reveals the exact events of that summer day: how the youngster was lured to his death, how the teenager
came to delve so deeply into the occult and the nightmarish scene awaiting police when they entered the attic. But there is another disturbing
question - how is it that this murder, which was easily one of the most shocking and horrific in living memory, was barely reported upon at all?
Why have you never heard of the boy in the attic until now?
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